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ABSTRACT: Mumbai is a metropolis with exponential population growth, with scarce space which is leading to undue 

commercial exploitation of built environment. Along with this modernization observed in the building industry, there still 

exists a housing typology known as “Chawls” – a medium density mass housing. Chawls have deeply rooted their 

community culture in Mumbai’s history over the past century. Chawl culture has essentially grown on aspects like 

communal binding, interaction and sharing amongst the residents. This model is evolved as basis for sustainable lifestyle 

and community living along with typical low cost architecture that was initiated in mid-twentieth century. It becomes 

important to understand this architecture with which the chawl community has been evolving. This paper studies the 

housing typology of chawl and its intrinsic relation to sustainable lifestyle. The qualitative analysis investigates the 

factors instrumental in imbibing this sustainable lifestyle. Study of typical architectural elements of chawl brings to light 

the aspects which have been catalyst in encouraging the social interaction, while the quantitative analysis evaluates the 

user responses towards the built dwellings. 

With city’s changing lifestyles and rapid turnaround in the building industry there is negligence towards maintaining this 

unique lifestyle observed in the chawls .There is a complete ignorance towards developing housing neighborhoods as a 

community living space. These trends of modern living is pushing the “chawl culture” towards extinction and resulting in 

depletion of an important hybrid housing typology of the society. Hence this study concludes with underlining the 

significance of preserving idea of sustainable living in chawls, which can be evolved as a sustainable mass housing 

alternative for congested cities like Mumbai. The study also emphasizes on unified efforts by governing authorities, 

developers and planning experts to recognize the sensitive balance of development schemes with sustainability. 
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INTRODUCTION 

History 
Mumbai formally known as Bombay was comprised of 

seven islands with people living in small settlements and 

earned their living from the land and sea. Mumbai was 

later ruled over by the Portuguese and British who 

allowed development which demanded more space. Over 

the time more land was created by reclaiming and 

connecting the seven islands. Several building typologies 

were built for the citizens and amongst them was the 

‘Chawls’- originally built for migrant male workers. The 

chawls were predominantly located in the inner part of 

the city. 

Chawls a by-product of industrialization & evolution 

These mass scaled rented houses gained popularity in 

Mumbai during the late 19
th

 and 20
th

centuries as the 

textile industries were thriving in the city. The textile 

mills set up a need for mass affordable housing to cater 

migrant’s influx. Originally wadi’s - pieces of land were 

developed into building clusters which would occupy 

several households with one owner who collected rent.  

To house the masses of workers, chawls were suitable 

answer which provided a room as an apartment and had 

other facilities shared like toilets. 

Figure 2: Baithi Chawl – Ground storey (Source: Adarkar, 

2011) 

Figure 1: Location of Chawls in Mumbai (Source: Author) 
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Initially Baithi chawls which were ground storey 

buildings with pitched roofs emerged as a compact 

module of village homes (Fig.2). Migrant workers later 

sold their ancestral agricultural lands in their native 

villages and started living with their families in their one 

room tenements.  Chawls typically consisted of a single 

room tenement, including a kitchenette, with common 

corridors and shared toilets. Corridors either overlooked 

an open courtyard or the roadside. As the textile mills 

expanded the ground storied Chawl typology were built 

as three to four storied buildings with high occupant 

density extending upto 500 person/acre according to 

census of 1906 [2] (Fig.3). There were shops on the 

ground floor and residences above in the same building, 

providing the necessary mixed use environment for the 

communities. Wholesale markets for city trading were 

developed around these chawls. Adarkar states that, this 

built typology, social and cultural space even encouraged 

political movements to emerge from chawls [1].Chawls 

are currently scattered all throughout the southern part of 

the city that seem to have cut across class, community 

and religion whilst nurturing multiple cultures.  

 

Emergence of ‘Chawl Culture’  
The lifestyle developed in and around chawls started 

gaining its own pattern of living which was later termed 

as “Chawl culture”. The culture essentially revolves 

around the concepts of living together, sharing things 

which were personal and understanding neighbors in 

deprived spaces of inappropriate proportions. The chawl 

culture although set up in a low income group, has been 

maintaining a dignified and a safe living environment 

The chawls and its culture has obtained an uncommon 

binding with certain parts of the city and has reflected 

this bond through literature, theater and Indian cinemas 

revolving around Mumbai.  

 

Need for study of the Chawls and objectives 

Mumbai is a thriving modern metropolis exploding with 

exponential growth where space is a luxury. With fast 

modernization and new lifestyles, families who still 

living in dilapidated chawls are relocated in high rise 

towers while their chawls are cleared to make way for 

new residential or commercial structures.  The ignorance 

of tenants and the developers towards salvaging the 

essence of chawls as a community living space is 

pushing the chawls and in turn “chawl culture” towards 

extinction.  

It can be noted that the chawl dwellers have an 

uncommon attachment towards the built space they 

occupy.  Adarkar also mentions that some areas in the 

chawls were breeding ground for social and cultural 

integration [1]. The various common areas especially the 

central courtyards and the common balconies become 

epicenter of communal activities and recreation.  Whilst 

replacing the chawls with new high-rises there is a lack 

of understanding of this relationship between the user 

and the built environment. 

Hence analysis of the chawl culture developing on the 

basis of this social and communal integration becomes 

important. Various constrain and inhabitable spaces built 

as a mass scale and low cost alternative need to be 

analyzed for their influence on the overall development 

of chawls and its unique sustainable lifestyle. 

 
 

METHODOLOGY  

The study was aimed at investigating concepts of 

sustainability which are prevalent in the housing 

typology of chawl, along with correlation of its spaces 

which have been instrumental in encouraging the social 

interaction. The concepts can be credited to the density 

of the occupants and their conservative needs deriving an 

intense social community. 

To achieve this goal qualitative and quantitative 

studies were carried out. The qualitative analysis was 

based on review of secondary data sources on chawls, 

author’s observations on site visits to ten chawls which 

were selected by cluster sampling located in the 

important south Mumbai locations. Interviews with 

architects, socialists working on issues of chawls brought 

to light the importance of some functions related to the 

various spaces. Evaluating the identified areas resulted in 

categorising the elements responsible for stimulating the 

Chawl Culture. 

The quantitative analysis evaluates chawl-user 

responses towards their built environment and especially 

toward the areas identified in the qualitative analysis. 

This analysis was aimed at setting up the significance of 

the architectural elements identified earlier which are 

correlated with development chawl culture. Further 

analysis established their relevant consideration while 

redeveloping chawls keeping chawl culture’s integrity 

unified. The findings were based on site visits and chawl 

dweller’s survey conducted through a list of 

questionnaire. Aspects important in rebuilding the culture 

and users perception on spaces proposed to be created by 

architectural elements of an existing chawl were 

recorded. Random sampling method was used to carry 

Figure 3: Typical chawl typology (Source: Adarkar, 2011) 
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out this survey to have responses from about 75% units 

in each chawl visited.  

 
 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

The basic room in a chawl comprises of an average size 

of 10’ wide and 12’ -20’ in length unit (Fig.3) A 

verandah or balcony forms common approach to each 

unit. In most cases, due to the need, the basic chawl unit 

has changed over a period of time to suffice the growing 

occupancy and needs of people (Fig.4) Along with the 

evolution of residential units in chawls; the other 

fundamental architectural elements of a typical chawl 

were studied for their physical existence and functional 

responses by the occupants.  

 

 

Figure 4: Typical Chawl unit (Source: Adarkar, 2011) 

 

Figure 5: Evolution of chawl unit over a period (Source: 

Author) 

 

 

The architectural elements identified are as follows;   

 

- Courtyards (Fig.7): - are the most commonly found 

feature in chawls typology. The well designed 

proportions of courtyard sizes with the building 

height give sense of scale to users for appreciating the 

space. These are most interactive areas in chawls 

serving multiple functions. It can be noted that the 

buildings sitting is such that the courtyard is always 

the hub of all social gatherings and functions. It 

serves as a well deserved open ground for such dense 

housing schemes. Courtyards are found to be in 

various sizes and are generally rectangular. A favorite 

pass time, game of “box cricket” is played in such 

area. 
 

 

     Figure 7: Courtyards (Source: Author) 

- Verandah & Balconies (Fig.8): - The chawls were 

designed with corridors on the external periphery and 

the dwellings within in most cases. The dormitory 

style living is accessed by these corridors, commonly 

known to be balconies. The Verandah in traditional 

houses is the inviting space in front of the house. Some 

chawls have bigger balconies which serve the dual use 

of a welcoming area before entering inside the house. 

It can be observed that more than just the circulation 

between the areas these elements have evolved over a 

period of time from being the buffer spaces of a chawl 

unit into an extended house, thus encouraging the idea 

of living together as family with neighboring units.  
 
 

- Gully / By-lane (Fig.9): - a narrow street besides the 

Figure 8: Verandahs and Balconies (Source: Author) 
Figure 6: Typical plan of a chawl neighbourhood (Source: 

Author) 
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chawls also forms integral part of the chawl 

community. These are the connectors between two 

chawls. It can be noted that the Gulllies have shops, 

laundries, flour-mill etc. which can be associated with 

basic amenities of users. It is also observed that the 

shops are run by the locals as a source of second 

income. 

- Chowk:- a central point or cross sections formed 

between gullies and the main arterial roads, serves as a 

most important social interaction point. The whole 

neighborhood can be linked to the activities associated 

with this node. It is observed that such the junctions 

accommodate the pass way for an access to the local 

transportation, important amenities like post offices 

and clinics and community centers. These junctions 

can be noted to be one of the most important elements  

- associated with historic movements by socialists  

 

- Nukkad (Fig 10):- It is a term used for less prominent 

junction which hosts connection of smaller gullies. It is 

found that these street corners generally having a tea-

stall along with newspaper stand or sit out spaces 

created under a tree. This is associated to a common 

recreational niche between the chawls.  

- Mandir (Place of worship):- This forms an important 

part of the native community. A religious segregation 

can be noted in the chawl development. A place of 

worship can be found at a prominent place and 

centrally located which allows ease of its use. Such 

areas are suitable background for celebrating festivals 

and cultural functions.  

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

It was observed that the typical cross section of the 

chawls studied for this research comprised of people 

from toddlers to senior citizens (Fig.11). Hence it was 

important to analyze the elements of chawl and the kind 

of response the dwellers give to their built environment.  

 

Figure 11: Occupants ration in Chawls (Source: Author) 

The survey indicated that chawls dwellers have 

psychologically extended their concept of a housing unit. 

As a result the occupied areas and activities of the users 

are not only restricted to the unit which they own but it 

expands further in the semi-public and public areas 

around the chawls. These semi public areas include the 

immediate adjacent verandahs on ground floor and 

balconies on upper floors. Courtyards also help in 

fulfilling the daily needs of users along with the public 

areas like nukkads, chowks and places of worship.   

The graph (Fig.12) derived through the survey of 

chawl dwellers to understand their response to the built 

environment around; shows that the fundamental areas 

commonly identified in chawl typology are vibrant 

throughout day as well as night in some cases. It can be 

noticed that the verandahs, balconies and the courtyards 

are most occupied and used spaces by the dwellers.  
 

 

Figure 12: Identified percentage of occupancy in basic chawl 

elements throughout the course of a day (Source: Author)   

 

 

 

Figure 10: Figure 11: Nukkad with tea stall and Festival 

gatherings at worship places (Source: Author) 

Figure 9: Gullies between chawls (Source: Author) 
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Verandahs and balconies are being utilized as 

physical extension of the individual unit. Young men and 

some senior citizens even used these as card playing 

space at afternoon and   sleeping area at night. It was also 

observed that the dwellers utilize this very element for 

their visual and verbal communication to their neighbors 

as well as the outsiders.  

Similarly courtyards show various occupancy 

patterns during a course of a day including playgrounds 

for children in mornings and evenings to household 

activities as well as small scale industries run by group of 

housewives in the afternoon time. The courtyards of the 

chawls were observed to be phenomenal element where 

human occurrence with social interaction was prominent 

and gave sense of social harmony in the community.     

The percentage of occupancy varied in gullies, 

nukkads, chowks and worship areas. As described in 

qualitative analysis the functions and utilities that these 

areas served to the users formed their connection to daily 

lifestyle of the occupants.  

During the survey of selected chawls it was noticed 

that all of them being almost century old and need a 

structural revamp. The most common solution of 

redeveloping a chawl into skyscraper- which developers 

are coming up with- was found unsatisfactory by 85% of 

the chawls dwellers surveyed. 72% of this section wanted 

the social binding elements to remain intact while 83% of 

female population displayed their urge to have common 

gathering areas in new development. 98% of the dwellers 

strongly discouraged the idea of relocating themselves in 

other parts of the city even for larger houses.  

 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The development of chawl culture can be attributed to 

the fact that dense and small houses prompted the 

inevitable interaction between the residents. The family 

comprising from elderly to new born were categorized in 

order to demarcate the areas they use during the course 

of the day. It was found that the chawls work as a whole 

network of spaces and thus function in a synchronous 

manner. The parts sometimes work as one of apart. The 

chawls can be broadly categorized in two parts with the 

small private unit and the rest as multifunctional and 

common use. There is a notable development in the 

usage of space with the growth of the family. The areas 

earlier nonexistent or designated different use was 

converted or modified into useable and extensions. 
 

Model of sustainable architecture and urban design 

Physical sustenance: 

If we look at the existing concepts of sustainability and 

its applications in the building industry, emphasis is 

given to aspects like reduce, reuse, recycling of the 

depleting resources. Chawls were built in days when the 

overall population was not even 25% of today census of 

India and per capita demand for resources was restricted. 

The chawls were built for population who did not afford 

the luxuries utilizing these abundant but expensive 

resources. The resources were therefore sparingly used 

and importance to efficient use of prime resources was 

stressed upon.  

It can be thus noted that the principles now relevant 

have been prevalent since last decade with the overall 

development of this typology. Close proximity to the 

work space was an advantage as commutation was not as 

efficient. The location of chawls is within a walk-able 

range of a large mill or was well connected by the then 

available trams of Bombay. Efficient land management 

can be predominantly seen from the fact that the 

buildings were closely built and rooms packed together. 

The density of population was pushed to more than 500 

people/acre when the other parts of the city saw scattered 

density of less than 50 people/acre [1] similarly water, 

electricity and waste were either of reduced capacity or 

recycled.  

The research indicates that the people living in 

chawls share their daily necessities, like books and 

newspapers which can be looked as salvaging a product. 

The research also demonstrates some neighbors 

exchanged or shared things like old cloths and bicycles in 

order to reduce their spending.  

Money was important to the workers and anything 

allowing them a source of income was looked upon. The 

system of selling of old scrap to kabadiwals or scrap 

dealers is a prevalent practice in India. Chawls were no 

exceptions to these as they would generate an extra 

source of income. 97% of the respondents claimed to be 

selling their scrap to these dealers. A scarp dealer 

collects the scrap from door step and sends it to recycling 

units located elsewhere. Chawls and its dwellers set an 

example of Sustainable architecture when they add their 

unique lifestyle to the whole built set up.  

 

Figure 13: Common waste collection units on ground floor of 

chawls and common washing areas reducing water 

consumption (Source: Author) 

 
Social sustenance: 

The development of chawls may be attributed to the fact 

that there was a requirement for mass and low cost 

housings typology in a growing city like Mumbai. The 

development of these typologies was not mono-cultural 

and an impact of Indian culture and traditional influence 

can be noted to have been carried in this relatively new 

community. The traditional practices of sharing and 
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living together as an extended family were carried 

forward from the village where they had migrated from. 

The emphasis on serving the duties of a family member 

not only with the family itself but also with the 

neighbours is observed. The very layout of the chawls 

was instrumental in stimulating the characteristics of 

visual connect. All the dwellings are observed to be 

facing the corridors which open up to the courtyard. The 

entrance of the chawl is generally through these 

courtyards. Elderly occupants of chawls prefer using 

these corridors as breakout spaces thought the day. 

Children playing, visitors entering the building are under 

the elderly surveillance, thus making the place alive and 

safe always.  

 
 

CONCLUSION 

The chawls were an answer to the questions raised by 

large influx of population in an industrial town. The 

attempt to allow the migrants settle down in the growing 

city set up a housing typology similar to the dormitories 

but grown on the principles of communal and social 

integration.  

The study revealed that the chawls may appear to be 

just an average set of buildings but are often more 

complex and observed to have intense social binding. 

One of the key features that could be understood from 

the study was that the areas between the private domain 

and the public domain were used simultaneously 

allowing the areas to amalgamate. The study on chawls 

indicates that they self sustain within themselves to 

formulate a complete sustainable neighbourhood. Mixed 

use development aroused due to the need and demands 

both. The neighbourhood and its associated recreational 

activities are seen to be developed in the surroundings of 

these dense housing typologies. These factors enabled 

economic and social sustainability in the society.  

These communities were also found to be safe at any 

time due to the interactive nature of the chawl as a 

building. This secure and socially interactive nature of 

chawls is still alive due to unchanged attitude of its users 

and rightly positioning itself as an inherent idiom of 

sustainable community, architecture and lifestyle. 

Hence it is crucial to implement the basis of chawl 

culture and the related architectural elements for its 

future redevelopments. The success of sustainable living 

of communities in chawls lies in the social interaction 

and sharing which has been imbibed over a period of 

time. The community can be preserved if the 

redevelopment proposal considers the identified physical 

built environments in this study. These can act as 

parameters on which the design can be established and 

allow to keep the chawl culture alive. With efforts the 

idea of sustainability in chawls can be carried forward, 

without disturbing its fundamental nature of the 

communal lifestyle.  

 

However for accomplishing this goal of public 

welfare, there also has to be an archetype shift in the 

developer’s perspective towards redeveloping the chawls 

and role of governing authorities in this context. Policy 

level decisions need to be formulated with unified 

involvement of authorities, experts and chawl dwellers.  
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